
The popular Terhi 480 family
grows with a third member
Stylish novelty Terhi 480 TC fi lls the gap left by favorite model Terhi 475 Twin C.

For season 2020 Terhi launched two new models 480 BR and 480 Sport. For upcoming season 2021, 
Terhi 480 family gets a third member.

Terhi 480 TC is a 4,8 meters long motorboat with two consoles. Boat has ample storage compartments, 
stylish looks, and great driving characteristics. Boat fits up to five adults. Steering takes place from 
boat’s backseat. This enables placing consoles in stern, which leaves the bow open and roomy. Infront of 
the consoles there are storage compartments that double as seats. There is also a seat in the bow that 
has as an spacious compartment inside. 

The former version of the 480 TC, 475 Twin C was Finland’s most sold boat package on its launching 
year. The model became fast favorite boat among fishers and summer house owners. “When updating 
the model, we paid attention on feedback gotten from boaters, maintaining the best features and refin-
ing the boat to be even better” comments Terhi product manager Jussi Virtanen. “For example, there is 
more space for gauge, chart plotters and music players on the steering console. “
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Boat’s hull is made from ABS plastic with a three-layer structure. The unique construction of Terhi boats 
guarantee besides unsinkability, also quiet rides even in rough weather. The space in between the ther-
mo-formed ABS-plastic hull and deck section is filled with non-water-absorbent polyurethane foam. The 
result is a solid and stiff sandwich construction, which is easy to maintain and quiet in use.

In addition to the boat’s comprehensive range of standard equipment, there is also a wide range of 
accessories. Boat can be equipped with a stern canopy, which has its own storage compartment behind 
the stern bench. Open bow can be equipped with a roomy sun bed for hot summer days. The sunbed 
platform doubles also as a fishing platform. Increasing safety, the boat can be equipped with rails made 
from stainless steel.

The Terhi boats are manufactured by TerhiTec Oy, a company located in the small fishing village of Rymättylä in Southwest of Finland. 

Since being founded in 1972 the company has produced over 230 000 boats, and is one of the leading boat manufacturers in Europe. 

TerhiTec also owns a factory in the city of Ähtäri, Finland, where the high quality Silver aluminium boats are made. Still today all boats 

produced by TerhiTec are proudly made in Finland.

TerhiTec Oy is part of the Otto Brandt Group, a Finnish family-owned company which was founded back in 1905. The concern includes 

Oy Brandt Ab, importer of Honda outboards, -motorcycles, -ATVs and Bike & Boat World, which is the biggest Finnish reseller chain of 

motorcycles, ATVs and boats.
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